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The Xth  board would like to discuss the situation regarding the moment of board transition at the 
'heidag'. Experience has shown that the moment between the policy plan General Members' 
Assembly (GMA) and the budget proposal GMA creates ambiguities regarding publication of 
committees, but also any activities that take place between them. The Xth  board thinks that it is nice 
for the candidate board to have some breathing space between the two first big GMA's at the 
beginning of the year. 
  
In order to make the best possible transition possible for both boards with this interim period, it is 
important to be aware of the rules attached to this from the articles of association of SPiN. They read 
as follows: 
  
Article 15 Policy meeting 
Paragraph 1. If possible, the board will convene the general assembly every year on thirty (30) 
September but no later than five (5) October. During this meeting, the future board will announce its 
policy plan for the subsequent association year and submit it to the GA for approval. The approval of 
the policy plan coincides with the appointment of the future board as the current board.  
Paragraph 2. After the GA has approved the policy plan, the new board is obliged to comply with and 
implement this plan. 
  
Article 16 Annual meeting 
Paragraph 1. A general assembly will be scheduled no later than one (1) month after the current 
association year has ended. This meeting will be referred to as an annual meeting. During this 
meeting, the current board will present its annual report and provide the necessary documentation 
to substantiate the policy it pursued in the past association year. 
Paragraph 2. The treasurer is obliged to draft an annual statement for the relevant financial year and 
present this to members for review at least seven (7) days before the general assembly is scheduled 
to start at a suitable location. The board is responsible for drafting and presenting all relevant 
documents. 
Paragraph 3. The secretary is obliged to draft an annual report for the relevant financial year and 
present this to members for review at least seven (7) days before the general assembly is scheduled 
to start at a suitable location. The board is responsible for drafting and presenting all relevant 
documents. 
Paragraph 4. During the annual meeting, the GA will decide whether to approve the annual report 
and the annual statement. The decision referred to in this paragraph shall result in the discharge of 
the board. 
 
 The disadvantage of having more time between the GMA's is that many activities take place around 
this time to train the candidate board and besides that, there still take place some activities of the 
current board after the policy plan GMA. One advantage of having this GMA in September, is having 
solved the problem of the committee division. This means that there is still some room for input from 
the members during the policy plan GMA on the committee division. If the policy plan GMA takes 
place in October, the committees are already formed and the members won’t have any influence on 
this.   
  
The board would like to know the opinion of those present to look at the best possible option 
between candidate board, current executive board and current board, and current board and board 
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discharge. By gaining a clear vision on this, the board wants to create a concrete time schedule and 
have the best transition between boards 
  


